Privileges and Obligations for IFOR personnel under the Status of Forces Agreement with the Republic of BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA:

- IFOR personnel, both military and civilian, are entitled entry into the Republic of BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA based upon national military or IFOR identity cards without requirement for passport or Visa.
- Military personnel are entitled to wear uniforms, and carry arms. Civilian personnel may be authorized to carry arms if required. IFOR and national flags and insignia may be displayed.
- All IFOR personnel are required to respect the laws of the Republic of BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA. However, IFOR personnel are entitled to immunity (total for military, with limitations for civilians) from BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA criminal and civil jurisdiction. They are immune from personal arrest or detention.

If questions arise involving BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA military or civilian police notify your command authorities immediately.

- IFOR is exempt from taxation, duties, tolls or other governmental charges. Services actually provided may be paid for. IFOR is entitled to import goods and supplies into BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA for the mission without tax or duty.
- IFOR is entitled to freedom of movement within BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA on land, sea or air. They are exempt from inventories and customs documentation requirements. They are not subject to licensing, registration or commercial insurance requirements. BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA authorities will assure that IFOR transportation is not impeded.
- Claims for damage to government or third person property should be made through BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA authorities to the designated NATO representative. However, incidents which may give rise to claims should be reported immediately and investigated by IFOR authorities to prevent false claims. Claimants should be instructed to go through their government to present the claim.
- IFOR is entitled to operate mail and telecommunications services. Coordination with BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA authorities is required. Facilities are to be provided free of cost as agreed between IFOR and BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA authorities.
- Contracting and hiring of personnel is authorized as prescribed by IFOR regulations.

If there are any questions in regard to any of these SOFA provisions you should immediately notify IFOR HQ through command channels.
Privileges and Obligations for IFOR personnel under the Status of Forces Agreement with the Republic of Croatia.

- IFOR personnel, both military and civilian, are entitled entry into the Republic of Croatia based upon national military or IFOR identity cards without requirement for passport or Visa.

- Military personnel are entitled to wear uniforms, and carry arms. Civilian personnel may be authorized to carry arms if required. IFOR and national flags and insignia may be displayed.

- All IFOR personnel are required to respect the laws of the Republic of Croatia. However, IFOR personnel are entitled to immunity (total for military, with limitations for civilians) from Croatian criminal and civil jurisdiction. They are immune from personal arrest or detention.

If questions arise involving Croatian military or civilian police notify your command authorities immediately.

- IFOR is exempt from taxation, duties, tolls or other governmental charges. Services actually provided may be paid for. IFOR is entitled to import goods and supplies into Croatia for the mission without tax or duty.

- IFOR is entitled to freedom of movement within Croatia on land, sea or air. They are exempt from inventories and customs documentation requirements. They are not subject to licensing, registration or commercial insurance requirements. Croatian authorities will assure that IFOR transportation is not impeded.

- Claims for damage to government or third person property should be made through Croatian authorities to the designated NATO representative. However, incidents which may give rise to claims should be reported immediately and investigated by IFOR authorities to prevent false claims. Claimants should be instructed to go through their government to present the claim.

- IFOR is entitled to operate mail and telecommunications services. Coordination with Croatian authorities is required.

- Facilities are to be provided free of cost as agreed between IFOR and Croatian authorities.

- Contracting and hiring of personnel is authorized as prescribed by IFOR regulations.

If there are any questions, in regard to any of these SOFA provisions you should immediately notify IFOR HQ through command channels.